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What an impact ...
…you have on the BU students of today with
your gift to the Bloomsburg University Foundation.
You provide support for academic and athletic
scholarships, Professional U activities, faculty and
student collaborative research projects, the Henry
Carver Fund, campus initiatives and so much more.
With your help, BU students are well prepared to
meet the professional and personal challenges they
will face throughout their lifetime and succeed in
an increasingly competitive job market. Thank you
for your ongoing support!

You’re making
a difference
Dear Friend of BU,
As we settle into the Greenly Center, the BU Foundation staff and board members
look back over the past year, humbled by you and the thousands of other dedicated
individuals whose commitment to BU is critical to our students’ success. We remain
thankful for your help in laying the groundwork that brought us to this important
juncture in our journey and we are energized by our vision of the future and the
possibilities that lie ahead.
In the coming year, we will continue to build on that strong foundation. With
your help, we will support a fulfilling and meaningful BU experience for all of our
students, preparing them for the next step in their personal and professional journeys.
In this report, you will see how your gift is already making a difference in that
preparation. Stewarding your gifts appropriately and effectively is a responsibility we
take seriously. Because of you, we have accomplished much for the BU community.

Patricia Mica

Your gift supports students who, thanks to the help of athletic and academic
scholarships, continue to excel on the field and in the classroom. Your gift helps
students take advantage of professional development experiences and build skills that
directly impact their futures. Your gift supports future BU students and all they have
to offer.
Every single one of your gifts improves the BU student experience, whether
designated for faculty support, Professional U, academic and athletic scholarships, or
one of the many other BU projects, programs and initiatives.
You are among the 5,561 who helped raise nearly $6 million in support of
Bloomsburg University. Whether large or small, through an outright gift, a pledge
or a planned gift, your support is significant. We are deeply grateful to you for
your ongoing support of the academic and professional success of all Bloomsburg
University students.
With gratitude,
Patricia Mica, Chairperson
Jerome J. Dvorak, Executive Director

Jerome Dvorak

From left: Julie and Ed Breiner, their daughter Martha Rudi, their niece Amanda Shaw, a 2010 BU graduate, and nursing chairperson Michelle Ficca.

Impacting Students
Through Faculty Support
In addition to student impact, strong support for faculty
enhances the ability of Bloomsburg University to recruit,
retain and recognize high-quality faculty, making the
university more attractive and competitive.
This past year, BU established its first two endowed
professorships in support of faculty thanks to the
generosity of Ed and Julie Breiner and Joan and Fred
Miller. Philanthropic gifts in support of faculty are one
more way to impact students today and for years to come.
Ed and Julie Breiner, class of 1977, established BU’s
first endowed professorship in support of an exceptional
teacher, mentor and leader within the Department of
Nursing. Funding from The Breiner Professorship of
Nursing will be used to establish a new senior faculty
position or to recognize a current senior faculty member.

“Within the health profession, there is a potential to
make a huge impact. Nursing really resonated with us,”
says Julie. The endowed professor will help guide the
new Doctor of Nursing Practice program, expanding the
number of students and making it more robust.
“If you’re adding more students, you need additional
faculty support,” says Ed. “Plus we’re leveraging a great
partnership with Geisinger, which is a world-class health
organization. That’s an opportunity we don’t want to miss.”
“We can help BU position itself for the future with this
cutting-edge program,” adds Julie. “The professor will be
a true leader and will make a huge impact on the students
not only as a teacher, but as a mentor.”
Joan Miller, BU Professor Emeritus, believe mentors play
an important role in guiding students along the right path
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Good Work Program
Offers Lessons For Life
At BU, faculty are incorporating innovation
into the classroom, leading students to develop
the skills they will need to succeed, both at
BU and beyond. Faculty like Mary Katherine
Waibel-Duncan, who was recently named
the first Joan and Fred Miller Distinguished
Professor of Good Work.
“The mission of the Good Work Initiative
is to encourage students to reflect upon what
it means to do good work in academia and in
their prospective professions as well as to better
understand and make use of factors that support
their pursuit of Good Work,” says Dr. WaibelDuncan.

From left: Fred and Joan Miller, Mary Katherine Waibel-Duncan, and President David L. Soltz.

To achieve this goal, she and Jennifer
Johnson, BU Good Work Initiative project
co-leader have implemented Summer
Assignments, Freshman Orientation workshops and a series
of workshops for University Seminars.
“We would like to introduce first year students to the
expectations of this academic community and the resources
that exist at BU to support their commitment to excellence
and ethical behavior.”

Plans to organize at least one campus-based, public lecture
per year, give students the opportunity to attend a Good
Project or Project Zero conference and to incorporate the
concept into existing BU-sponsored programs (e.g., Honors

in their careers. She chose to support faculty in order to
address a need of today’s graduates who seek to establish
careers while doing “Good Work” or work that is socially,
technically and morally effective. It’s not always an easy
path, especially for young alumni new to their careers.
“Young people entering these professions – psychology,
teaching, nursing – all aspire to do good work, but they
find challenges,” says Joan.
To mentor students and teach them how to respond to
some of those challenges, Joan and her husband, Fred,

Program’s Spring Break service trip to Jamaica) are also
on the horizon. Other plans include a Good Work Award
to sponsor up to three faculty-student collaborations each
year, providing mentoring opportunities. Dr. WaibelDuncan will also continue to integrate the concepts into her
psychology courses.
“This would expose students to the people and ideas
associated with these initiatives, inspire them to reflect more
deeply on what it means to do good work and critically
examine and strengthen factors that support their pursuit of
good work in their own academic and professional lives.”

established the Joan and Fred Miller Distinguished
Professor of Good Work.
“Because of competition, many young people feel the
need to set aside their values until they achieve security
in their position. It has been my passion to reverse that
trend.”
Establishing the Distinguished Professor position
supports that passion. The Millers hope to provide
opportunities for faculty, as well as create an environment
that nurtures students and sets them up for a lifetime of
personal and professional success.
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The world is

EGGS students at Joshua Tree National Park in California.

In today’s challenging job market, graduates with
professional development experience stand out, but getting
that experience can be difficult and costly.
Enter BU’s Professional U program. Designed to
complement learning in the classroom, it provides
opportunities to develop critical thinking skills, network
with professionals in one’s chosen career and learn realworld skills with experiences outside of the walls of a
classroom. Thanks to Professional U, BU graduates are
better positioned to face an increasingly competitive job
market.  
Faculty-guided trips are one valuable way to give
students experience “doing” and the trip associated with
the Environmental, Geographical and Geological Sciences
(EGGS) Special Topics in Geology course is just one
example.
Thanks to the generosity of a BU benefactor, fourteen
BU students, along with three faculty members, traveled

to California for two weeks this spring. Starting at the
coastline, the group looked at coastal bluffs and beaches
and coastal processes, traveled over the mountains
looking at gold and gem mines, and then visited Joshua
Tree National Park and places in the low and high
desert. The group camped in the desert, studied rocks,
sediment, and groundwater and learned techniques that are
an integral part of any EGGS graduate’s tool-kit.

“It’s an opportunity to learn the difference between the
idea, or the hypothesis, and the observation, which is the
evidence,” says Dr. Cynthia Venn, professor, Environmental,
Geographical and Geological Sciences. It also allows for
one-on-one time with experienced faculty, something that’s
not always possible in an academic setting with a higher
student to teacher ratio.
The immersive field-based course allows students to apply
what they’ve learned in the classroom and develop their
skills in observation and interpretation, in order to be better
prepared for their career.  
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“Professional Geology is a major
that, while you can learn a lot from a
book in the classroom, you must get
outside and see some of the things for
yourself,” says senior Zachary Maza.
“The students write in their
field notebooks every day,
recording observations, developing
interpretations and proposing
hypotheses,” says Dr. Jennifer Whisner,
associate professor, Environmental,
Geographical and Geological
Sciences. Developing a solid field
notebook enhances an EGGS major’s
portfolio; it’s part of what makes up
the body of work that follows the
scientist throughout his or her career.
“Students develop an appreciation
for geology that they don’t get any
other way. A student who is not
necessarily strong in the classroom can

Hands-on learning puts BU students ahead
It’s easy to see why “getting your hands dirty” with hands-on learning is helpful for a geology
major, but it’s an important part of every BU student’s education. Internships, faculty-led trips,
student-faculty collaborative research projects and attendances at professional conferences
are just a few of the many possibilities open to students.
“Learning outside the classroom has provided students like me an opportunity to participate
in and make connections with other professionals in the Instructional Designer field,” says Terrance Jones, Jr., MSIT student and Instructional Technology Department graduate assistant.
Terrance attended the annual DevLearn Conference & Expo, a three-day conference with opportunities for students and accompanying faculty to interact with and learn from instructional
technology industry professionals from all over the world. “I really enjoyed presenting my work
to other instructional designers and receiving their constructive criticism,” says Terrance. “It
helped me identify areas in need of improvement, as well as areas where I am strong.”
While the Department of Instructional Technology has been able to fund a number of conferences through various resources in the past, including DevLearn, department support is not
always available for these valuable learning experiences. This spring, students believed the
DevLearn experience was so important that they set up a TakeActionBU crowdfunding page
raising $5,000 to help pay for next year’s trip.

our classroom
excel in the field,” says Dr. Whisner. “It plays to the different
strengths and they realize ‘Wow, I really can do science.”
Faculty members benefit from the experiences
too. “The more live science faculty can incorporate into
their curriculum, the better it is for the students,” says
Dr. Venn. “We brought back lots of rock samples and
photographs which will be used by faculty to enhance their
curriculum.”  
“I will incorporate the pictures and samples into other
classes,” says Dr. Whisner. “This shapes how we teach our
courses – knowing problems that we see in the field, we can
step up the instruction on those areas for the students who
will eventually be dealing with them.”  
Trips like these give BU students a competitive edge in the
job market. Out-of-the classroom learning gives students
real-world experience and the opportunity to practice the
skills they need to successfully enter the professional world.
“Employers love to see that you have experience and

know the material,” says rising junior Alana O’Rourke,
Environmental Geoscience major. “This course makes me
more marketable.”

Successfully preparing students for professional life can
come with a hefty price. The EGGS trip to California cost
$23,000. An anonymous donor gave $10,000 to the BU
Foundation’s Henry Carver Fund to support the field trip
and students and the department covered the remaining
$13,000. But department funding isn’t always available and
many students can’t afford the extra costs associated with
these experiences. Thankfully, there’s the Henry Carver
Fund.
The Henry Carver Fund provides funding to support
faculty-led trips like EGGS, as well as internships, service
learning trips and other experiential learning opportunities.
Thanks to the support of the HCF and donors like you,
our graduates are leaving BU better prepared, and more
marketable, in an increasingly competitive job market.
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Greenly Center: New building creates a hub for
BU Foundation, Continuing Education Offices
The Greenly Center is officially open for business in downtown Bloomsburg. The four-story building houses the BU Foundation offices, student call
center and boardroom. The building also contains a first-floor art gallery, which will be open to the public, as well as the university’s Office of Corporate
and Continuing Education staff, classrooms for BU’s mini-courses, a 40-seat computer lab and a demonstration kitchen. It also offers a perfect venue
for University events.
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Playing
with
heart
Measuring the impact of athletic scholarship dollars can
be done in many ways. For some student-athletes, it is the
lure that draws them to a particular school – the prize for a
lifetime of excelling at a specific sport.
For others, it’s a bonus – the opportunity to play a sport
they love at the collegiate level while getting an outstanding
education. For both, it’s recognition of leadership, academic
and athletic abilities. But do athletic scholarships tie to the
success of a team, or to that of any individual athlete? How
do scholarships make a team more competitive?

“Swimming is part of the collegiate experience, not the
other way around,” says head swim coach Stu Marvin ’78,
PSAC Women’s Coach of the Year. With current resources,
he uses scholarships as a reward for his athletes’ commitment and dedication on and off the field.
Of the 60 men and women swimmers, 28 receive scholarships ranging from $500 to $2,000 each year. Under his
coaching, BU swimmers are reaching new heights, with the
women’s team ending the season in second place and the
men’s in third place in the conference.

One way is through recruiting. If a coach has unlimited
funding, he or she can recruit star athletes and build a team
that wins championships and national titles. If scholarship
dollars are less prolific, coaches rely on more creative ways to
build successful individual athletes and teams.

Coach Marvin says to recruit swimmers, he shines attention on the BU campus and educational opportunities, as
well as the culture of the team and his approach as a coach,
which is to approach swimming as a partnership. “I have a
passion for the sport.”

At BU, many coaches travel the latter route, using scholarships dollars to reward excellence in the classroom and
on the field and to encourage student-athletes to grow as
leaders. At Bloomsburg University, the focus is always on
education first, athletics second. It’s a long-term approach to
building successful teams that seems to be working.

One of the most successful swimmers on the women’s
team, Rachel Brooker’ 15 transferred to BU in her junior
year because of Coach Marvin. This season, she made it to
the NCAA championships. “She never expected it, but I
was able to give Rachel scholarship money as a reward for
her outstanding commitment,” he says.
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A LIFELONG HUSKY
College athletics impact a student for life, both personally and
professionally. The opportunity to play a sport at the collegiate level is a
privilege to which many athletes aspire, but even the most gifted athlete
might struggle to achieve. Now, thanks to a $1 million gift by Steph Pettit
‘89, more BU students will have the opportunity to reach that goal and
play the game they love while pursuing their educational dreams.
“I have a passion for Bloomsburg University and I want all our coaches
and student-athletes to have the opportunity to come to BU as well as
compete at an outstanding venue,” says Steph, who played football for
the Huskies. “This gift will give the coaches the resources to recruit the
very best student-athletes and when they get to campus to see that
Bloomsburg has great facilities.”

Shown from left at the dedication are Mike McFarland, athletic director;
BU President David Soltz; Steph Pettit; and Erik Evans, vice president for
university advancement.

Rachel says that the award motivated her to reach deep.
“Receiving a scholarship meant that Stu knew my potential.
It was the icing on the cake.”
Junior Brooke Gilson could have gone to a Division 1
school, but wanted to attend BU. Highly sought after by a
number of colleges, she fell in love with the BU campus and
the philosophy of the BU swim team.
“Knowing that Coach Marvin believes in me absolutely
helps me in the pool,” says Brooke. “His past and present
experience with swimming, and just hard work, keeps me
going on a day when I want to give up.”

Steph’s gift provided funding to help improve newly named Steph
Pettit Stadium, home of the BU field hockey, men and women’s soccer
and women’s lacrosse teams. In addition, part of Steph’s gift will fund
scholarships benefitting all of Husky athletics.

Coach Paul Payne has coached the men’s team for 17 years.
He says he’s grateful for the increase in soccer scholarship
support over the past several years, including significant
gifts from donors like Eric Pettis ’83 and Gary Gallagher,
because it helps him reward and encourage his most successful players, which leads to a more successful team.
“I reward players who achieve success in the classroom and
on the field,” says Coach Payne. “Players like Josh Smith.
He’s a 4.0 student after 48 credits, which is impressive.
He’s been rewarded for both his athletic and his academic
performance.”

And players like Mike Bamford, a senior from Doylestown
who earned All-PSAC second team and NSCAA All-Atlantic Region third team honors. “It means the world to me.
“If we had more funding, we would easily have the ability
Any amount of money towards my academics is beneficial,
to recruit higher quality athletes. This would allow BU sports since college isn’t cheap,” says Mike. “With the amount that
teams to move higher in the PSAC rankings and deeper into college tuition is increasing these days, it is extremely benthe post season,” says Coach Marvin. “Additionally, with more eficial in making my college experience a lot less stressful.
scholarship funding we can reduce their student loan debt.
Donors are not only helping Bloomsburg University, they
The kids who do get money are very appreciative.”
are helping an individual in need.”
Scholarships are just one tool in coach Marvin’s toolkit
when it comes to motivating his swimmers to excel.

Rewarding individuals not only benefits the individual
Whether through the fast track of recruiting, or the
athlete, but can help the team as well. Coming off one of
creative means of rewards and encouragement, scholartheir best seasons in the history of the program, the BU
ships clearly help to build successful athletes and teams at
men’s soccer team finished second in the PSAC and qualiBloomsburg University.
fied for the NCAA tournament for the first time since 1979.
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Impact
Points
$28,026,021
The endowment fund balance
as of June 30, 2015

Balance Sheet
As of June 30, 2015

All figures in U.S. Dollars

ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents................................. $1,058,434

$5,980,254
Total contribution revenue
received by the Bloomsburg
University Foundation
$2,150,356
The total amount secured
through new planned gift
commitments
$1,418,402
Total dollars raised through
the Henry Carver Fund
1,537
Number of first time donors
to Bloomsburg University
398
Members of the Class of 2015
who made gifts of $20.15
or more to celebrate their
graduation year as part of BU’s
senior class gift campaign

Pledge Receivables............................................ $6,018,269
Investments.................................................... $28,223,521
Charitable Remainder Trusts............................... $1,620,352
Fixed Assets...................................................... $9,356,558
Other Assets.........................................................$713,773
Total Assets...................................................... $46,990,907

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Accounts Payable................................................... $73,974
Grants Payable....................................................... $85,776
Annuities Payable................................................. $505,734
Short-Term Debt................................................ $1,320,943
Long-Term Debt................................................. $6,629,070
Other Liabilities...................................................... $39,942
Total Liabilities.................................................... $8,655,439
Net Assets........................................................ $38,335,468
Total Liabilities and Fund Balances...................... $46,990,907
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FY 2015: By the Numbers
33%

Sources of
Foundation Funds
n Contributions

59%
8%

n Contractual and
Miscellaneous Income
n Investment Gains

3%
30%

Sources of Contributions

46%

n Corporations and Foundations

n Faculty and Staff

n Alumni
21%

n All Other Friends

Uses of Contributions
n Academics — 44%
n Scholarships — 46%
n Athletics — 5%
n Alumni Programming — 4%
n Library — 1%

Foundation operations and fundraising expenses are funded nearly entirely through investment
gains and contractual and miscellaneous income. 100% of every dollar contributed to the BU
Foundation goes to support University programs, detailed in the chart immediately above.
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BU Foundation gets creative
with new giving options
Planned Giving - Supporting Students Now and in the Future

Today, more BU donors are turning
to planned giving as a convenient way
to benefit students, while securing the
future of Bloomsburg University. In
fact, between July 1, 2012 and June 30,
2015, 42 estate intentions were secured
for a total of $9,345,092. That’s an
increase of more than $8 million from
the three previous years, when 18 estate
intentions for a total of $1,232,056
were secured.
Recently, the BU Foundation
introduced the opportunity for
virtual endowments, a vehicle that
is becoming increasingly popular.
A virtual endowment functions
like a fully funded endowment,
except that donors retain the
principle. Donors pledge at least
$25,000, which is paid later
through a deferred gift through the
donor’s estate. An annual gift of $1,000
is awarded to a scholarship recipient
each year, allowing the donor to see the
impact of their gift.
As the recipient of the Jack and
Joyce Wise Scholarship, BU rising
sophomore Tanya Roque is one of
the first beneficiaries of a virtual
endowment and is grateful for the
help. “Being the third oldest of nine
children, it was crucial for me to attend
school and be the first of my family to
obtain my Bachelor’s degree. It really
helped me and my family.”
Helping a student. That’s what
Jack Wise ’67 had in mind when he
established the named scholarship
using the virtual endowment vehicle.
As a former National Science
Foundation scholarship recipient,
he understands what scholarship
support means to a student. And after
achieving a lifetime of professional

success, he said it was time to give
back to the university that gave him
the skills to succeed as a teacher and a
business owner.
“I had such a positive experience at
BU,” says Jack. “I always appreciated
it.” Now he can see the impact his
scholarship is having on today’s
students.

Army veteran and current BU
student Brian Bengier ’05 wanted to
help students too. His goal was to assist
veterans with financial need offset the
cost of going to college. “Funding can
be an issue, especially if you’re a veteran
with a family trying to go back to
school,” says Brian.
In addition to helping veterans, Brian
wanted to honor the memory Derek
Holland, a friend and fellow soldier
killed in combat in Afghanistan.
Adding a bequest in his will was
an option, but he wanted to see the
impact of his gift. Giving a large gift
now would be difficult; as a full-time
student with a family to support, Brian

Scholarship recipient Tanya Roque
with Jack and Joyce Wise.

needed to preserve his own financial
stability.

A virtual endowment made it easy
to establish the Derek D. Holland
Memorial Scholarship. It was recently
awarded to Nathaniel Ross of Canton,
Pa. “I just want to make a difference in
someone’s life,” says Brian. “And I have
good memories in my head of Derek
that I never want to lose.”
By establishing a virtual endowment,
donors not only help to secure BU’s
future, but also get to see the impact of
their gifts through support for today’s
students.

Support For BU students through Crowdfunding
This year, the BU Foundation added crowdfunding as a new way to support Bloomsburg
University students. The site, www.takeactionbu.org, helps campus groups raise money for
worthwhile projects and initiatives, like undergraduate research, conferences, Study Abroad,
Honors Programs, Student Life activities, Professional U activities, Faculty Research and more.
Since launching TakeActionBU in March, five projects, including the Honors Program’s Jamaica
Service Learning trip, the IT student trip to the DevLearn Conference and the Jazz Ensemble’s
trip to the Montreux Jazz Festival have benefited.
BUF shares updates and photos through email, Twitter, Facebook and other social media sites
to keep donors engaged and informed about the impact of their gifts.
The result is an increased donor participation rate, increased giving and attraction of new
donors. Student-sponsored crowdfunding pages also help to build a culture of philanthropy on
campus, helping students to better understand the impact of financial support.
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The Foundation Board
OFFICERS

BOARD MEMBERS

Duane Greenly ’72, Incoming Chair
Retired, President and CEO,
Ames True Temper, Inc.

Dr. Harold J. Bailey ’00 (H)
Retired, Bloomsburg University Faculty

Drew Hostetter ’76, Vice Chair
Retired, Executive Vice President & Chief Financial
Officer, Susquehanna Bancshares, Inc.

Chris Beadling ’94
Vice President, Coldwell Banker Hearthside
Realtors
Michael Boguski ’85
President, Eastern Alliance Insurance Group

Michael Gillespie ’95, Treasurer
Chief Accounting Officer, Hersha Hospitality Trust

Edward Breiner ’77		
Retired, President & CEO, Schramm Inc.

Victoria L. Mihalik, Corresponding Secretary
Director, Bloomsburg YMCA Pre-school

Maria Cannon			
Adjunct Professor, Business,
Santa Clara University

Patricia Mica ’67, Outgoing Chair

Sally McAvoy
President, Bloomsburg University
Community Government Association
John Mulka ’66
Retired, Director of Corporate
and Major Gifts
Bloomsburg University
Noble “Bud” Quandel, Jr. ’69
Chairman and CEO,
Quandel Enterprises, Inc.
Chester C. Snavely, Jr. ’70
President, Anchor Organization Realty

Craig Diehl ’82
Esquire, CPA, and Managing Partner,
Law Offices of Craig A. Diehl

Phillip N. Stan III ’94
Vice President and Treasurer of Financial
Planning & Analysis, alphabroder

John Dorin
Mayor, Borough of Montoursville

Harry B. Strickland
Professor, La Roche College

Susan B. Fetterman ’00/’04M		
Vice President — Division of Medicine
Geisinger Medical Center

Nelson A. Swarts ’63
Retired CEO, PASSHE Foundation, Inc

Sharon Gettel ’78
Retired, Principal/Elementary Educator
Northern Lebanon School District
Nick Giuffre ’78
President and CEO, Bradford White
Corporation

Barbara A. Willders 1983
Alumni Association Representative
President & CEO, Bogart Advisors, LLC
Terry Zeigler ’76
President/Owner, Datacap Systems, Inc.

bloomufdn.org

